Yardstick RedPen
Constructive Marking Technology

Save time & money
with Yardstick’s
RedPen marking tool.

What are constructedresponse questions?

These are assessment questions that require

Currently using constructed response
questions on your exams? Thinking about
adding constructed response questions?
Concerned about the cost and time involvement
for these types of questions?
An easy integration with Yardstick Measure
(our enterprise high stakes item banking and
exam delivery platform), Yardstick RedPen is
here to help!

candidates to develop their own answers without
suggestions or choices. They can be as simple as a
sentence or two, or very complex requiring analysis
of a case study.
Yardstick developed RedPen to help our clients
mark everything from complex case scenarios to
short stems with essay responses. RedPen makes
this type of marking easier and more time & cost
effective.

HIGHLIGHTED FEATURES

FOR
MARKERS

Highly flexible
scoring system
that supports
dichotomous and/
or polytomous
marking scales

FOR
TEAM LEADS

Ability to write
notes within the
interface, which
can be viewed
by Marker Team
Leads

Progress reporting
so Markers can
see the progress
they’ve made
on their current
assignments

Simple & intutive
marking interface
that guides
Markers through
constructed
response answers
provided by
candidates

Easy access
from any web
browser, allowing
for de-centralized
remote marking
of constructed
responses

Items in consensus
are greyed out and
items in conflict are
highlighted red

Easily able to
resolve marker
conflicts (a.k.a
arbitrations or
third reads)

HOW IT WORKS

Seamlessly integrate
with Measure.
Subject matter experts create questions in Measure
(our enterprise high stakes item banking and exam
delivery platform), where the items are classified
and stored in the secure item bank. These items
can then be built into exam within Measure and
administered to candidates.
RedPen employs a robust permissions system
that only allows each marker to see constructed
response questions they are permitted to provide
marks for. Candidate-identifying information is
hidden to ensure grading is blind and solely based
on criteria outlined in the scoring rubric.

Easily set up marking
teams, workflows,
and timelines.
Markers see a simple and intuitive marking
interface that guides them through the constructed
response answers candidates have provided. In
addition, markers can see the progress they’ve
made on their marking assignments.
Markers are able to provide notes within the
interface, which can be viewed by Team Leads.
They also have the ability to provide alerts to the
Team Lead on ethics violations or unprofessional
candidate responses. Scoring is highly flexible, with
dichotomous and/or polytomous marking scales
supported.

RedPen represents the leading
edge in online constructed
response marking.
It allows for de-centralized marking with greater
online collaboration.
For more information about RedPen, or any of
Yardstick Assessment Strategies’ products and
services, contact us at info@yas.getyardstick.com

yas.getyardstick.com

